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I. INTRODUCTION^' 

:> With recent results for the optical properties of CdGeAs- »e now d      r 

know that it meets the expectations of high nonlinearity, phasematcha- 

bility and transparency in the infrared from 2, ^j.; to l8 |k When growth 

problems .;..re solved and larger crack free crystals are obtained^ CdGeAs' ' 

should allow the construction of tunable coherent sources over the 

entire range from 3 n to 18 ji. In addition, it should allow optimum 

second harmonic generation of a COg laser to extend its usefulness to 

5.3 ^ 

This report discusses progress in crystal growth of CdGeAs pz 

seetltnrH. in-section III the index of refraction data and tuning 

ranges of the crystal are presented.. We also present*the preliminary 

nonlinear coefficient measurement results. {  ) .^^ 

These results for CdGeAs^ are now being prepared for a publication 

which describes the material and its Infrared nonlinear applications. 

Simultaneously, a post deadline paper Is being submitted to the CLEA 

conference in Washington, D.C., in June, 1971' 
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II.  CRYSTAL GRCWTH 

The equilibrium phase diagram vork is nearing completion. Figure 

I shows the Ge-CdAs2 cut through the ternary diagram. The data shows 

that the range of homogeniety of CdGeAs_ is small which is helpful in 

obtaining uniform composition single crystal growth. At this time the 

region near Ge is being completed. The phases shown as Ge + CdGeAs 1, 

II and III have not been identified as yet with crystal structures. 

X ray work is proceeding toward the understanding of this region of 

the diagram. 

Recently additional growth attempts have been initiated using 

both the Stockbarger-Bridgeman technique and solution growth at 20^ 

germanium. The solution growth results were not conclusive and 

Indicated that more work is needed. The Bridgeman growth results 

were encouraging. A recent boule grown according to the prescription 

given in the last report, gave a single crystal sample over a length 

of 1 cm which was almost entirely crack free. This substantial 

Improvement in the reduction of cracks seemed to be due to very slow 

cooling rates. Some cracking in this boule did occur near a twin 

boundary. The sample was X rayed to determine crystal growth 

directions on each side of the twin plane. The smaller section 

of the boule grew nearly parallel to the c axis as has been the 

case for most previous boules. The larger section grew nearly along 

a 112 direction. The interest In this particular boule is due to the 

large disparity in optical transmission for the two sections. The 

smaller piece was transparent while the large section was opaque. 
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At this time we expect that a growth direction dependent impurity 

segregation coefficient may be responsible for the difference in 

crystal properties. To verify this assumption, mass spectroscopy 

of each section of the böule is being done. The results should lead 

to an understanding of the impurity problem for CdGeASp and enable 

work to progress toward the growth of very high quality material. 

At this time effort is directed toward the growth of quality 

single crystals for further optical work. The grown samples are 

being analyzed for growth direction, optical constants and bulk 

semiconductor properties. In an effort to obtain highly trans- 

parent crystals, work on impurities is being initiated. 



III. OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF CdGeASg 

In the last report we described an index of refraction apparatus 

for use in the infrared. The system has been completed and is in use. 

It performs as expected making index measurements possible with 

Increased accuracy. 

At this time, a few remaining details are being completed. These 

include laser sources for the visible and infrared and a gas temperature 

controller for maintaining the crystal at a uniform temperature during 

measurements. 

Using the new high accuracy table, the preliminary index of 

refraction values given in Table II of the last report have been 

modified. The new results are shown in Table I. 

The index table can read angles to one second. In practice 

the accuracy of the measured angles is limited by the diffraction 

effects caused by the' finite prism size. With a prism of length L 

the angular width of the focused beam at the detector is given by 

Ap « 2g  , (1) 

where X Is the wavelength, R is the distance from the center of 

the table to the detector, and f is the focal length of the focusing 

optics. For our system we have R = 23 cm and f = 15 cm . Assuming 

the detector can be set to: the maximum within five percent of the full 

angular width, we have for a 1 cm prism and a wavelength of 5 ptm that 

the diffraction limits the accuracy of the measured angles to 
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TABLE I 

MEASURED INDICES OF REFRACTION FOR CdGeAs, 

X Cum] n 
e 0 

n - n 
e   0 

2.88 3.7525 3.6358 O.II67  j 

!  3.39 3.7285 3.6208 0.1077  i 

\       k.O 3.713^ 3.612U 0.1010  j 

■  ^.^3 ' 3.7053 3.6062 0.0991 1 

5.06 3.6953 3.5992 0.0961 1 

10.6 3.6578 3.5688 0.0890 1 



approximately seven seconds. 

With the nev setup ve have remeasured the index of refraction 

for CdGeAs. . The prisra vas U by 3 «nm and had an apex angle of about 

13 degrees. The CdGeAs- has a positive birefringence of about 0.1. 

For the 3«39 nil and the 10.6 \m points ve used laser sources. The 

other points were taken with a globar light source. Because of the 

small prism size, the amount of refracted light from the globar was 

too small for the thermocouple detector at wavelengths larger than 

five microns. In addition to the low light intensity, the use of 

a globar light source also requires careful wavelength calibration. 

We have therefore decided to replace the globar with a laser source. 

A sealed off He-Xe laser is now under construction which will provide 

several lines in the infrared. Some of the strongest lines are:1 

2.027 ^ 3.997 \i 

2.652 H 5.357 H 

3.503 H 5.575 H 

3.680 H 7.317 H  . 

The discharge length is 85 cm. and the interned tube diameter is 7 um. 

The tube is presently under processing on the vacuum station. As an 

output coupler we will use a brewster window or a semitransparent gold 

film on a NaCl substrate. Preliminary testing shows that a filu 

approximately l80 A thick gives about k$ output coupling at 3 Hm 

decreasing slowly at longer wavelengths. 

The indices of refraction in Table I follow from the equation 

, . a + 6 sin m (2) 
sin ^ 
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vhere    6    is the minimum deviation angle and   ex   is the apex angle. 

By differentiating Eq. 2 ve obtain 

&   .   4 cotan (£fi) * - i a
5l°ga,6   ta .      (3) 

sin TJ sin —^— 

With a » 13° and 6 ** 35° , substitution into Eq. 3 yields 

— « 1.1 A6 - 3.3 AH  ." (U) 
n 

The deviation angle vas measured ten times and then averaged. We 

estimate the uncertainty is the deviation angle and the apex angle to 

be respectively A6 = ± 1' and Aft = ± I1 . This leads to an estimated 

uncertainty in our measured indices of An = * 0.00^ . 

The index of refraction data in Table I has been used to computer 

fit a Sellmeier equation for the ordinary and the extraordinary index. 

The results are 

2 8.8910     1.8862 

and 

2                              9.5209              1.9087 
ne   «  k.oooo + m atmrs + TSTTö (6) ^F^f'MW 

with   X    in microns.    Under the computer fit the long wavelength 

resonance was fixed at 36 11m which corresponds to the fundamental 

phonon absorption band in the material.    Figure 2 shows a plot of 
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the indices. By taking the limit X -♦ «> , we can estimate the low 

frequency dielectric constant. We obtain 

Cj, = ik.Q 

= 15.^ 

The CdGeASp has a.%2 m symmetry.    The components of the polar- 

ization along the principal axis are given by 

P     =   2d1,IE E x 14 y 2 

Py   -   2dl4EzEx 

Pz   =   2d36ExEy    •>   hk   =   d36     ' 

For this crystal symmetry phasematching can be achieved in two different 

ways.    The phasematching conditions can be written as 

P P 

and 

I:    n°ü>     -   n^(e)ü)8 + ^(9)^ (7) 

II,    n°a>     -   n^e)^ + n^    .. (8) 

The polarizations and the direction of propagation in the two cases 

are Illustrated in Figs. 3a and 3b. The effective nonlinear coeffi- 

cients are respectively "a.^sin 20 and d.. sin 9 . Parametric tuning 

Is achieved by crystal rotation. A single crystal can scan approxi- 

mately 20 degrees. Figures k and 5 show tuning curves for several 

- 10 
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pump wavelengths. Tuning is possible from about 3-5 |im out to the 

absorption edge at l8 um. Figures 6 and f  illustrate the tuning 

range which can be obtained for a fixed crystal orientation by- 

changing the pump wavelength. The walk-off angle for the extra- 

ordinary wave is typically about one degree. A doubled CO« laser 

at 5«3 Um Is a potential pump source for infrared parametric oscil- 

lators. Figures 8 and 9 show the tuning curves for this particular 

pump source together with the bandwidths assuming a 1 cm crystal and 

a narrow pump bandwidth. 

Phasematched second harmonic generation (SHG) is possible between 

5 and IB ^m for type I phasematching and between J.h  and 13 um for 

type II. Figure 10 shows a plot of the phasematching angle versus 

wavelength. For doubling of C0„ the phasematching angles 6 and 

walk-off angles cp are respectively 

8  (deg) <P (deg) 

I 

II 
3503^ 

5^051' 

lo20' 

iV 

Type I phasematching is particularly attractive for internal doubling 

of C0„ since in that case the fundamental is polarized along one of 

the optical axis. For type II this Is not possible and the crystal 

birefringence may cause polarization rotation. 

Preliminary measurements of the nonlinear coefficient relative 

to GaAs have been completed. The GaAs sample was Cr doped and had a 
Q 

resistivity of 3 X 10   Qcm.    For the experiment we used a CO» laser 
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Q-switched by a rotating grading. The pulse length was about 300-400 

nsec and the peak power about 200 Watts. The laser was focused by an 

uncoated \ cm Ge lens to a spot size of about 40 pm at the crystal. 

The CdGeASg crystal was polished but uncoated. We did not observe 

any damage and we estimate the damage threshold to be larger than 

2 MW/cm for a (^-switched 00« laser. The SHG signal was focused on 

a liquid nitrogen cooled InSb detector. The detector had a response 

time of 8 ^sec and it did therefore not resolve the pulse, but gave 

the integrated SHG signal. A pyroelectric detector was used to 

monitor the CO« laser output. The vedged sample technique first 

2 
proposed by F. F. Wynne and N. Bloerabergen was used to measure the 

nonlinear coefficient. The wedged sample was placed on a micrometer 

stage and translated through the COp beam. A maximum in the SHG 

output is observed when the sample thickness is equal to (2n + !)-£. 

where n is an Integer and -t. is the coherence length. 

Neglecting absorption, but including reflections at the crystal 

surface, we have that the SHG power P« is related to the funda- 

mental power P. at the crystal by 

»« •{ , ^f*     ^-l^»  ,    (9) (H))2' 
where \>   is the crystal thickness and d .. is the effective non- 

linear coefficient. When the SHG is maximized, the sine li equal 

to unity. Table II gives the measured coherence lengths and the 

maximized SHG powers. The measured coherence length for GaAs agrees 

well with the published values in Refs. 2 and 3 of respectively 

-20 



TATLE II 

SHG EXPERIMENT 

GaAs CdGeA««2 

Crystal orientation (HI) (no) 

Hedge angle 1*058' 1046' 

CO« polarization 11 [110] 11 [110] 

SHG polarization 11 [112] 11 [001] . 

deff 
V 

nl 3.273 

d36 

3.5688 

n2 • 3.303 3.6933 

P1 [rel. units] 1.25 1.3 

P« [rel. units] l.l 1.3 

|i. i\iM] 10k ± 3 22.1 ± 1 

21 
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lOk * 7 |im and 107 * 5 ^m» For CdGeASp we can calculate the expected 

coherence length using the measured indices of refraction at 10.6 and 

5.3 \W'    Applying the relation 

lc   -   , do) 
C   Mn2 - n^ 

ve obtain a coherence length of 21.20 jim vhich is within the experi- 

mental error of the measured value. 

The nonlinear coefficient relative to GaAs is determined by- 

substituting into Eq. 9.    We obtain 

d ,(CdGeAs ) 
-21 ^- = k.9     . (ii) 
d1^(GaAs) 

According to Miller's rule we would expect 

d ,(CdGeAs ) 
-2° L. ~ 1.8  . (12) 
dlU(GaAs) 

The measured nonlinear coefficient for CdGeAs« therefore appears 

somewhat large. We had some problems with mode control and laser 

stability under the measurements, and we plan to repeat the measure- 

ments to check our number. We have also tried un-Q-switched SHG. 

The signal to noise ratio was then about two. Quantitative mea- 

surements, however, were difficult because of the k.'i ^m fluores- 

cence from the CO« laser. The fluorescence was about four times 

stronger than the SHG signal. A new 6.6 go 12 |im passband filter 

22 



we have Just received vlll solve this problem, however. 

In the reported SHG measurements the samples were from boule #l6 

which is the best boule obtained so far. We have also tested samples 

from boule ff28. This boule has also good optical transmission, but 

It was quenched from a high temperature to see how quenching affects 

the crystal cracking. The samples were therefore probably strained 

with large index inhomogeneities, and we did not obtain good SHG 

fringes. 

We are now looking for two good transparent pieces to cut for 

type I and type II phasematching to demonstrate the capability of 

CdGeAs« as an efficient doubling crystal for CO«. This will also 

give us a check on our calculated phasematching angles. 

We are also planning to measure the electro-optic coefficients 

at the HeNe 3'39 fÄ line. We have two samples fron boule #28 cut 

for the measurements-of the r^- and r^ coefficients. The 

samples are k.k * h.O X 3.7 mnr and 3.8 x 2.1 X 3 tanr  and with a 

measured D.C. resistivity at (p.- m 88 flcm for the first sample and 

9.. « 1^6 flcm for the second. Because of the small resistivities, 

only small voltages can be applied. To compensate for natural 

birefringence we have made a quarter-wave plate of CaMoO^ which has 

a small birefringence of .OOJh at 3•39* More experimental details 

together with the measured coefficients will be present In the next 

quarterly report. 

■ 
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